
 

 

PDRC Online Winter Dressage – Closing Sunday 9th of May 2021  

PDRC has teamed up again with BD-listed dressage judge Jade Paterson (from Dressage for 
Everyone) for this event. Ride your test at home (or anywhere really), get a friend to film it, 
submit your video and Jade will judge your test and send back comments. 

Please ensure you adhere to the current Covid restrictions and guidance when filming your 
test, especially if you are travelling for arena hire. This show is run in accordance with the 
current BRC Rules so please check tack rules on our website and wear an approved riding hat 
and long riding boots/gaiters. Although wearing a show jacket is not compulsory, smart 
dress is required (further guidelines on website). 

Jade has designed her own tests and there are 4 levels to choose from: 

1. Intro – test Intro X 
2. Preliminary – test Prelim 4 
3. Novice – test Novice 10 
4. Elementary – test Elementary 22  

You will find the tests on the new PDRC website. 

How to enter: 

Step 1. Choose your test/s (maximum of 2 test per horse/rider combination) 

Step 2. Pay for your entries via http://www.clubentries/pdrc 

PDRC/PTPC Members   £10-00      Other £12-00 

Members need to provide 2021 membership number; PTPC members please contact 
your secretary for the number to use. 

Step 3. Set up your arena (it can be anywhere) and video your test from C; the person 
filming must stand behind C (so far as it is possible). The rider enters the arena at the 
far end at A riding towards the camera, where the judge would normally be sitting. 
Ensure the camera is able to pick up the whole profile of the horse.  You can film on a 
smart phone, tablet, or video camera. If using a smart phone or tablet, hold it in 
landscape. 

Step 4. Send your video along with your Name, Horses Name and ‘PDRC’ via either 

• WHATSAPP to 07827239766  

• DROP BOX to jademcmahon91@sky.com 

• YOUTUBE link jademcmahon91@sky.com  

• Or any other video sharing platform.  

Step 5. Test will be judged and sheets and rosettes posted out ASAP, along with additional 
feedback with suggested exercises specific to you and your horse.  

Step 6. Receive your feedback (and hopefully some frillies) and get practicing for the next 
one. Also, there will be a prize for the highest scoring member up for grabs! 

SUBMIT YOUR ENTRY BEFORE SUNDAY 9 MAY AT 12 NOON! 

https://peeblesrc.weebly.com/
http://www.clubentries/pdrc
mailto:jademcmahon91@sky.com
mailto:jademcmahon91@sky.com


 

 

PDRC will use your personal data provided with your entry for the purpose of running the event and 
by submitting your entry, you consent to receiving communications about the event by post, email, 
SMS/MMS, online or phone unless you explicitly state otherwise – see website for full Privacy 
Statement.  

 

More about Jade Paterson  

I am a coach and judge based in East Lothian, Scotland. Usually out with Covid times, I ride 
and train with a small string of horses for owners and my own which compete at BD, BS, 
showing and eventing. I started my horse career working on a livery yard then moved on to 
groom for an international event rider before setting up as a freelance groom in my local 
area. I offered a variety of grooming services as well as exercising of horses which 
progressed to more riding and schooling of horses. During this time, I worked through my 
BHS stages but following a riding accident in 2017 I was out of the saddle for while so I spent 
the time to complete my AI (BHS Level 3 Coach in Complete Horsemanship and Riding) 
followed by my UKCC2 qualification. I began my judge training with BD and passed as a List 5 
judge and the youngest judge to ever become listed aged 26! In 2019 I continued my training 
with BD and became a BDCC2 accredited coach and more recently completed my training as 
a BD Youth Coach Assessor. In 2019 I was nominated as one of Scotland’s Most Popular 
coaches and in the same year became the Scottish Style Jumping Champion. As well as 
coaching and riding BD I regularly coach pony club, riding club, show jumping and cross-
country clinics and compete in a variety of disciplines too. I am keen to encourage everyone 
to give dressage a go and online dressage is a great place to start in a more relax atmosphere 
at home for horse and rider.  

 


